
 
 

Processing Digraphic Text (Cantonese-English) in Social Media Settings 

Intra-sentential code-mixing of Latin alphabets with Chinese characters has become          
increasingly prevalent amongst 15-34 year olds in Hong Kong and Macau, particularly in social              
networking (Government of Macao, 2015). This mixing, however, only occurs with Cantonese            
function words (e.g., 嘅 written as ge). While code-switching in spoken language has been well               
studied, its impacts during reading are less well-understood, especially for distinct orthographic            
systems (Chan, 2015). Using self-paced reading of Cantonese sentences, we measured the effects             
of Latin-written function words, i.e., grammatical particles, in different sentential positions.           
Encountering a Latin written particle did cause participants to slow down when they had only               
read Chinese characters previously, but this slowdown was relatively small.  

Sixty-four native Cantonese speakers from Hong Kong University read sentences on a            
computer screen word by word; the amount of time it took to read each word was recorded. In                  
total, participants read 160 stimuli (80 targets; 80 fillers). Target sentence sets were constructed              
with four conditions (see Table). Each sentence had two particles (P1 and P2), which were either                
presented in Chinese or Latin characters. We found a reading time slowdown when P2 was Latin                
and P1 was Chinese (CL), compared to our control condition, where both particles were Chinese               
(CC); however, we found no effect on reading times at P2, when the P1 was Latin (LC, LL).                  
Thus, encountering a Latin-written particle earlier in the sentence did not prime readers for              
another Latin-written particle later in the sentence. Evidence for slowed reading as a             
consequence of code-mixing were minimal, suggesting that it does not introduce as much             
difficulty as one might expect. The consistent emerging presence of Latin alphabets in written              
Cantonese may countervail any potential effects of code-mixing, even when the orthographic            
systems are so radically different. 
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